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Activities of CELSTEC
• Three programmes, each with three themes:
– Learning and Cognition
– Learning Networks for Professional Development
– Learning Media
• Each programme integrates three activities:
– Research Activities 
– Laboratory Activities for Open Innovations
– Providing Solutions and Services to the market
• Institute for Education & Training
– MSc Learning Sciences
– Commercial Training (provided by the staff of 3 
programmes)
• Temporary Strategic Programmes 
– Lifelong Learning Services
– OUNL related programmes (e.g. IPO)
– Open Educational Resources
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Location
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# Chapter 1
Personalisation
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for whom?
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human communication is the best example, user 
centered design enables control, pace and lead, peer 
groups, motivation, accommodation and adaptation
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be aware of their 
reaction
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user acceptance (PaperClip,vs CF), 
user control, guidance, design
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#1 give identity
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Luke Wroblewski, Yahoo Inc.
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my personal plazes, reputation systems
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Virtual identities are popular
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http://blogs.parc.com/playon/archives/2005/07/
leveling_time.html
Adaptive Leveling, Engagement, Personal 
Investment, Reputation






dependent on team 
activities
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#2 give freedom
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learning paths, exploration in adaptive 
systems, flexible content and systems
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how much guidance ?
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how much freedom ?
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#3 take life as an 
example
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Connect it to daily activities !
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competition, gaming, communities,
high scores, MMORPG, role models
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#4 bring your 
friends
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 multiple 
perspectives,
have you seen this?
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Building Social Groups
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#1 “give me lots 
of contents”
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Metadata for Architectural Contents in Europe: 
MACE
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Facetted Browsing
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the learning is in the relation
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#2 use the 
language of the 
educators for 
design
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Project AUTC 
http://www.learningdesigns.uow.edu.au/project/index.htm
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• Identify cues
• Formulate problem
• Generate and 
organize hypothesis





• Review the evidence
• Make a diagnostic 





Development of a wide range of abilities appropriate for a beginning medical practitioner, clustered under 4 themes: 
• basic and clinical sciences 
• patient-doctor
• community-doctor
















(1-2 page patient 
data with linked 



















PBL task sequence repeats – new problem presented each week
Tasks increase in complexity 
RESOURCES TASKS SUPPORTS
Problem Based Learning in M
edicine
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#3 take into 
account relevant 
context
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Sensors for learning
multi-method assessment measuring real world 
activities, long-term assessment, personal 
interaction logs, from formal to formative 
assessment
Displays for learning
embedded displays, reflection in and about  action, 
anywhere anytime delivery, multimodal displays, 
personal and shared displays
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SenseCam in Context
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LISTEN: 3D Audio Augmented Environments for 
Art Exhibitions
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Auditory Displays: Melodious Walkabout
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Mobile Gaming: Locatory
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#4 use context 
indicators
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Smart Indicators for Participation
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Reflection Amplifiers
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reflection about informal learning goals




#3 take life as an example
#4 bring your friends
Tooling and Machinery
#1 give me lots of contents to explore
#2 use the educators language for design
#3 take into account the relevant context
#4 enable reflection with context indicators
#5 mixed reality indicators
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE used for
- system analysis
- innovation and 
engineering
- instructional design
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thank you !
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